
What Ice Cream Brand 
Lasts Longer?



What ice cream brand 
lasts longer?

What ice cream brand takes longer to melt?



I want to eat ice cream 
for a long time, but it 
always melts really fast!
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!

I want to find out what ice 
cream brand takes the longest 
to melt and see which brand 
of ice cream is good to eat 
over a long period of time! I 
also want to know what the 
amount of time it takes to 
melt!
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Long period of time

What ice 
cream brand 

ice cream lasts 
longer?
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Materials
• BlueBunny ice cream (vanilla) 200g

• Turkey Hill ice cream (vanilla) 200g

• Breyers ice cream (vanilla) 200g

• 3 thermometers

• 3 plastic containers

• Food Scale

• Clock



My Hypothesis
I think the BlueBunny ice cream will stay cold the longest!

I think that because BlueBunny is an expensive high-quality brand.



Procedure
Place one empty container on the food scale. Press tare to begin 
measurement. Measure out 200g of one brand of ice cream and pack it 
tightly into the container. Continue this process, use your other brands of 
ice cream, and put them in separate containers. Place containers in 
the freezer for 24 hours to harden. Take containers out of the freezer and 
set them on a table or counter and put thermometers in them. Take note of 
the current room temperature. Write down the starting temperatures of 
each ice cream. Check the temperature every hour and write down results. 
Continue checking until all ice creams reach room temperature.



Ice Cream 
Brand

Starting 
Temp

Temp 
after 1 hr

Temp 
after 2 hrs

Temp 
after 3 hrs

Temp
after 4 hrs

Temp 
after 5 hrs

Blue 
Bunny

- 5* 12* 25.4* 30* 42.3* 55.5

Turkey Hill - 13.6* 8* 26.2* 27.7* 40.6* 54.5

Breyers - 8.2* 15* 25.1* 29.6* 50.7* 56.9

Results



Ice cream ingredients
• BlueBunny- Milk, cream, skim milk, sugar, egg yolks, natural flavors, vanilla bean 

specs (costs 5.99)

• Turkey Hill- Milk, cream, sugar, corn syrup, whey, nonfat milk, cellulose 
gum, natural and artificial flavors, monodiglycerides, corrgeenan, vanilla bean 

(costs 4.99)

• Breyers- Milk, cream, sugar, vegetable gum, natural flavor (costs 6.99)



Summary
My hypothesis was incorrect. The ice cream that stayed cold the longest was Turkey Hill. 
It was the cheapest ice cream out of all the ice cream brands. Also, Turkey hill had more 
fake ingredients to last longer. In an article on The Scoop, it states that how quickly ice 

cream melts is directly related to its overrun. Overrun is the percentage of volume 
increase of ice cream greater than the volume of the mix. So, lower quality brands 
typically have a higher percentage in overrun, higher quality brands have a smaller 

percentage of overrun. This explains why turkey hill lasted the longest.



Ideas for future research

What I would for research in the future is I would 
test cheap ice creams and see what ingredients are 
in it and how long they last. I would do the same 
method I did before but change the brands. I could 
also try brands with different milks in them.
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